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Abstract
This paper deals with increasing the arc-connectivity of directed graphs by arc additions, rever-
sals or complements. We study several optimization problems, which di2er in their arc-connectivity
requirements de4ned by the set of sources, the set of targets and the arc-connectivity value.
? 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we deal with arc-connectivity problems on directed graphs with non-
negative arc weights. We discuss two types of operations: arc additions and arc rever-
sals. We also discuss a special case of arc addition, which we call arc complement,
in which the addition of an arc is permitted only if its anti-parallel arc exists in
the digraph. For each of these we study several optimization problems, which dif-
fer in their connectivity requirements. The connectivity requirements are de4ned by
the set of sources, the set of targets and the connectivity value. Throughout the pa-
per we use ‘connected’ for ‘arc=edge-connected’ and ‘disjoint’ for ‘arc=edge-disjoint’.
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Table 1
Sources and targets Connectivity Addition Complement Reversal
s to t Arbitrary P [5] P [5] P (4:4)
s to T , |T | constant One P (3:1) P (3:1) P (4:5)
s to T , |T | variable One NPC ([16,5]) NPC (5:2) NPC (4:6)
S to S, |S| variable One NPC ([5]) NPC (5:3) NPC (4:7)
s to V Arbitrary P [5] P [5] P (4:2)
s to V and V to t One NPC (3:3) P (5:4) P (4:2)
s to V and V to t Arbitrary NPC (3:3) Open P (4:2)
s1 to t1 and s2 to t2 One P (3:2) P (3:2) NPC [14]
V to V One NPC [3] P [6] P [4]
V to V Arbitrary NPC [3] Open P [4]
We use ‘addition’, ‘reversal’, and ‘complement’ for ‘arc-addition’, ‘arc-reversal’, and
‘arc-complement’, respectively.
The organization of the paper follows the categorization of the problems. Section 2
presents some de4nitions used in the following sections. Section 3 describes arc addition
problems, Section 4 deals with reversal problems, and Section 5 describes complement
problems. Interestingly, there are some complement problems for which there exists a
polynomial-time algorithm, even though the corresponding addition problem is NP-hard.
Section 6 contains a summary of open problems.
Our results are summarized in Table 1 where P and NPC mean that the problem
is polynomially solvable or NP-hard, respectively. In the source=target column, small
letters refer to single vertices and capital letters refer to sets where, in particular, V is
the vertex set of the given digraph. For each case Table 1 gives either a reference or
the number of the relevant theorem in this paper.
Note that a polynomial time algorithm for an addition problem implies a polynomial
time algorithm for the corresponding complement problem, see Remark 5.1. Similarly,
an NP-hardness proof for a complement problem implies that the corresponding addition
problem is also NP-hard.
2. Denitions and notations
Throughout this paper we denote by D= (V; A) a given digraph with |V |= n nodes
and |A|=m arcs. For X ⊆ V , the outdegree (X ) is de4ned to be the number of arcs
leaving X . We denote JX =V\X . Let s; t ∈V be two vertices, the st-connectivity of the
digraph D, is the maximum number of disjoint directed st paths in D. An st-cut in D,
is a partition of V into two disjoint sets S; T , where s∈ S; t ∈T , and S ∪ T = V .
We denote the problems in this paper by their connectivity requirement, sets of
sources and targets, and allowed operation. Thus, the k-CONNECTIVITY S TO T OPERATION
PROBLEM requires to 4nd a minimum weight set of arcs on which to apply the al-
lowed operation, which may be addition, reversal, or complement, so that the resultant
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digraph will contain at least k disjoint st-paths for each s; t pair such that s∈ S and
t ∈T . When k = 1 we omit the connectivity requirement from the problem’s name.
Interesting cases are the s to t problem in which S={s} and T={t}, the s to V problem
where S = {s} and T = V , the V to V problem where S = T = V , and the ‘Steiner
problem’ where S = T . We also consider l-pairs problems in which pairs si; ti i =
1; : : : ; l are given and the requirement is to form a digraph with at least k siti paths for
each i.
3. Addition problems
Many addition problems have been studied (see for example the surveys of [6,7,13]).
In these problems a digraph D = (V; A) and a weight function w(e)¿ 0 are given,
where w(e) is the cost to add an arc e∈V ×V\A. The goal is to compute a minimum
weight set of arcs whose addition to D satis4es certain connectivity requirements.
One of the earliest problems studied, the V to V addition problem, was shown to be
NP-hard by Eswaran and Tarjan [3]. Algorithms for several addition problems of either
directed or undirected edges to mixed graphs to obtain local connectivity were given
by Bang-Jensen et al. [1].
Frank [5] observed that the k-connectivity st addition problem can be reduced to
a minimum cost Now problem while the k-connectivity s to V addition problem is
a matroid intersection problem. Thus both problems are polynomially solvable. We
observe that the latter problem is also equivalent to the weighted arborescences packing
problem for which Gabow [11] gave an O(kn(m+ n log n)log n) algorithm.
The previous problems are generalized by the s to T problem. The approach using
arborescence packing requires the solution of the directed Steiner trees packing problem
which is NP-hard even for k = 1 [16]. Consequently, the s to T addition problem is
NP-hard [5].
We now show that when the number of targets, l= |T | is constant this problem can
be solved in polynomial time:
Theorem 3.1. The s to T addition problem; where T = {t1; : : : ; tl} can be solved in
O(n3 + nl−1l2) time.
Proof. We construct a complete digraph D′ where an arc weight is 0 if the arc is in
D; and the cost of addition if the arc is not in D. Since the weights are nonnegative;
there exists an optimal solution to the s to T addition problem which is an arborescence
rooted at s and spanning T . The number of internal nodes in such an arborescence; other
than s; that have outdegree greater than 1; is clearly not larger than l−1. Therefore; we





O(nl−1); and for each 4nd a minimum spanning arborescence containing these nodes;
s; and T . The lengths used in the minimum spanning arborescence computation are
given by the shortest paths in D′; which can be precomputed in time O(n3) and stored
in Table 1. A shortest arborescence can be computed in a digraph with n nodes and m
arcs in O(m+ n log n) time [12]. Hence the total running time is O(n3 + nl−1l2).




Fig. 1. s1; t1 s2; t2 paths with two common segments.
Frank [5] proved that the S to S addition problem is NP-hard. Later, in Corollary
5.3 we will strengthen this result and show that even in the special case of complement
the S to S problem is NP-hard.
The l-pairs addition problem is a generalization of the S to S addition problem
and therefore it is also NP-hard. We now show that for the case l = 2 (k = 1)
there is a polynomial-time algorithm. Unlike the single source two targets problem,
the number of path segments mutual to the two paths in the two-pair problem is
not bounded by a constant. Fig. 1 gives an example in which the two paths have
two common path segments. (The arcs shown have weight zero and all other arcs
have large weight.) The example can easily be generalized to any number of
common path segments. Therefore the problem cannot be solved in polynomial time
by enumerating over the meeting points, and 4nding shortest paths between
them.
Our algorithm solves the two pairs addition problem for all of the possible combina-
tions of two pairs of nodes in D in O(n5) time. We de4ne a digraph H =(V ′; A′) with
a special source node s0. Let V ′ = {the set of all quadruples s1; t1; s2; t2 ∈V} ∪ {s0}.
We construct arcs in H such that the shortest distance between s0 and any node rep-
resenting a quadruple s1; t1; s2; t2 in H is equal to the weight of arcs that need to be
added to the digraph D such that there are paths from s1 to t1 and from s2 to t2. We
have arcs from s0 to nodes (s1; s1; s2; s2) of zero weight. Additionally, there are two
types of arcs in H which we now describe.
Arcs of the 4rst type are de4ned as follows: For each s′1; s1 ∈V; s′1 
= s1 there is an
arc ((s1; t1; s2; t2); (s′1; t1; s2; t2)) of weight 0 if (s
′
1; s1)∈A. Otherwise, if (s′1; s1) 
∈ A, the
weight is w(s′1; s1). This arc implies that if there is a path in H of length W from s0 to
(s1; t1; s2; t2)), then by using another existing arc in D (arc (s′1; s1)) we obtain a path to
(s′1; t1; s2; t2) of the same weight. If the arc (s
′
1; s1) does not exist in D, then by adding
it, we obtain a path of weight W + w(s′1; s1). Similarly, for each t1; t
′
1 ∈V t′1 
= t1 there
is an arc ((s1; t1; s2; t2); (s1; t′1; s2; t2)) of weight 0 if (t1; t
′
1)∈A. Otherwise, if (t1; t′1) 
∈ A,
the weight is w(t1; t′1).
If the paths in D must be disjoint, then the types of arcs described so far would be
suQcient. However, consider the case of a quadruple s1; t1; s2; t2 in which the minimum
weight set of new arcs is such that the path from s1 to t1 contains nodes s2; t2 in its
interior, and vice versa. Thus, we might obtain better paths by using some arcs in both
paths.
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Therefore, we de4ne a second type of arcs in A′ from a node (s1; s2; t1; t2) to a node
(s1; t1; s2; t2), and the length of this arc in H is Ds2 ;t1 , where Ds2 ;t1 is the minimum
weight of arcs we need to add to D to obtain a path from s2 to t1. We note that if
there is a set of arcs to be added of weight W such that there are paths from s1 to s2
and t1 to t2, then these arcs, together with the arcs that yield Ds2 ;t1 , yield paths from
s1 to t1 and from s2 to t2 of total weight no more than W +Ds2 ;t1 (the 4rst path goes
from s1 to s2 and then to t1, and the second path goes from s2 to t1 and then to t2).
Theorem 3.2. The two pairs (k = 1) addition problem has an O(n5) time algorithm.
Proof. We begin by analyzing the running time of the algorithm described above. For
each pair of nodes s; t the algorithm 4nds the minimum weight set of arcs to be added
to D such that there exists a path from s to t (denoted Dst). This can be found using
an all-pair shortest path algorithm where the length of the existing arcs in D is 0; and
the length of the new arcs is their weight.
The main part of the algorithm, whose running time dominates the other steps, is
the computation of shortest paths from s0 to (s1; t1; s2; t2) in H . |V ′|=O(n4), and each
node has out degree O(n) arcs of the 4rst type, and a constant number of arcs of the
second type, so |A′|=O(n5). Therefore the running time is O(n5).
Next we must show that the algorithm is correct, i.e., that the shortest path lengths
on the constructed digraph H are equal to the weights of the minimum weight sets of
arcs to be added to connect pairs of nodes. The proof is by induction on the number of
arcs in H on the shortest path from s0 to a node representing a quadruple (s1; t1; s2; t2)
of nodes in D. Clearly if a shortest path in H has one arc, the answer is correct. This
arc has length zero, as all arcs out of s0 have length zero, and this implies that s1 = t1
and s2 = t2. Assume it is correct for paths with k or fewer arcs, and consider a node
(s1; t1; s2; t2) in H for which the shortest path from s0 to it requires k + 1 arcs. Let
Pi be the paths from si to ti which are given by the smallest weight of arcs to be
added to D such that both such paths exist. If the 4rst arc in P1, say (s1; s′1), is not an
arc of P2 then arc (s1; t1; s2; t2); (s′1; t1; s2; t2))∈H is the last arc on the shortest path in
H from s0 to (s1; t1; s2; t2), by our construction of arcs of H . Thus, the shortest path
in H from s0 to (s′1; t1; s2; t2) contains k or fewer arcs, and therefore by the induction
hypothesis, the length of the shortest path in H from s0 to (s′1; t1; s2; t2) is equal to the
weight of the minimum set of arcs to be added to D such that there are paths from
s′1 to t1 and from s2 to t2. Thus, the length of the shortest path in H to (s1; t1; s2; t2)
is also correct. There are three similar cases: the 4rst arc of P2 is not on P1, the last
arc of P1 is not on P2, or the last arc of P2 is not on P1. In each of these cases,
the length of the shortest path in H from s0 to (s1; t1; s2; t2) is computed correctly.
The only remaining case is that in which the 4rst and last arcs of P1 are also in
P2 and the 4rst and last arcs of P2 are also in P1. In particular this implies that P1
contains nodes s2; t2 and path P2 contains the nodes s1; t1. We wish to show that in
this last case, the shortest path length in H to (s1; t1; s2; t2) is also computed correctly,
i.e., that the shortest path length is not longer than the weight of the arcs that were
added to D to create P1 and P2. (We already argued that the shortest path length is
no less than the weight of the arcs added to D to obtain P1 and P2, since we showed
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that this shortest path length is feasible.) To show this, we need only show that the
part of the path P1 which goes from s2 to t1, call it Ps2 ;t1 is disjoint from the parts of
paths P1 and P2 that connect s1 to s2 and t1 to t2, call them Ps1 ;s2 and Pt1 ;t2 . If Ps1 ;s2 is
not disjoint to Ps2 ;t1 then we would have a path from s1 to t1 that does not go through
s2 (using s shortcut given by the nondisjointness). Similarly, if Pt1 ;t2 is not disjoint to
Ps2 ;t1 then we would have a path from s2 to t2 that does not go through t1 (using s
shortcut given by the nondisjointness).
Remark 3.3. The s to V and V to t addition problem is NP-hard even for s= t as the
latter problem is equivalent to the V to V problem.
4. Reversal problems
In this section we study problems in which a digraph D = (V; A), and weights
w(e)¿ 0 are given. The weight w(e) is the cost to reverse an arc e∈A. Let e=(i; j)∈A.
Denote the arc obtained by reversing e by e−1 = (j; i). Reversal of a set S means re-
versing each of the arcs in S. An alternative description of reversal problems can be
given in terms of orientation problems on undirected graphs: given an undirected graph
G = (V; E) with a weight function de4ned on both directions of each edge w(i; j) and
w(j; i), orient the graph at minimum weight, such that the resulting directed graph
satis4es connectivity requirements.
Claim 4.1. There is a linear time reduction between minimum weight reversal prob-
lems and the corresponding minimum weight orientation problems.
Unlike addition problems, here it may be that no solution exists for a given instance
of a reversal problem. It may be that there exists no orientation of the arcs that will
produce the required connectivity. For example, Nash-Williams [15] proved that a
necessary and suQcient feasibility condition for k-connectivity V to V problem is that
the underlying undirected graph is 2k-connected.
The k-connectivity V to V reversal problem was solved by Frank [4] by formulat-
ing it as a submodular Now problem. An O(kmn2) algorithm was derived by Gabow
[10]. It is not hard to see that the k-connectivity s to V reversal problem, and the
k-connectivity s to V and V to t reversal problem can be solved by the same methods.
For completeness we include a proof by formulating the problems as submodular Now
problems. See also [8] for related problems.
Theorem 4.2. The k-connectivity s to V reversal problem; and the k-connectivity s
to V and V to t reversal problem can be solved in polynomial time by formulating
them as submodular 6ow problems.
Proof. We show that the 4rst problem is a submodular Now problem; and therefore can
be solved in polynomial time (using Frank’s algorithm [5]). De4ne F = {F ⊆ V\{s}}.
We also de4ne D−1 = (V; A−1) as the digraph obtained from D by reversing all the
arcs. Let AF;e be the matrix in the submodular Now problem on D−1. Let d be a
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‘gain’ vector on A−1; where d(e) = w(e−1). Let b be a constraint vector on F; where
bF = (F)− k; and (F) is the outdegree of F in D.
For each arc e we de4ne a variable xe, where xe = 0 if we reverse the arc e, and
xe = 1 if we do not reverse it. (F) is modular and therefore so is b, and F is a
crossing family, hence the problem is a submodular Now problem.
The second problem, the k-connectivity s to V and V to t problem can be solved
similarly. As before, we de4ne (S) to be the number of arcs from S to JS. However,
here we de4ne for each arc (i; j) a variable xi; j to be 1 if this arc reversed, and 0
if not. x(S) =
∑
i∈S; j ∈S xi; j, is the number of arcs from S to JS that are reversed. We
require that
x(S)− x( JS)6 (S)− k S ∈ S;
where S = {S ⊂ V | s∈ S or t 
∈ S}: This set of constraints guarantees that the solution
contains at least k arcs directed from S to JS for each subset S that separates s from
any other vertex or any vertex from t. The right-hand of the constraint is modular and
S is a crossing family.
Another method for solving the s to V and V to t problem is similar to the one
given in Remark 5.4 below.
The following observation is useful:
Remark 4.3. A reversal problem can be reduced to its addition counterpart if in the
latter there is always an optimal solution such that the required paths do not contain
an arc and its anti-parallel arc ((i; j) and (j; i)).
The st k-connectivity reversal problem is polynomially solvable, by Remark 4.3 and
Frank’s polynomial-time algorithm for the st k-connenctivity addition problem [6].
Theorem 4.4. The st k-connectivity reversal problem; can be reduced to a minimum
cost 6ow problem.
As we did for the addition problem, we de4ne the reversal problem for one source,
and a set of targets. For the case in which the number of targets is l, and k = 1, an
optimal solution to the addition problem exists in which no arc and its anti-parallel arc
are both used. Therefore, by Remark 4.3 and Theorem 3.1 we have:
Theorem 4.5. The s to t1 : : : tl reversal problem can be solved in O(n3 + nl−1l2) time.
The running time is polynomial whenever l is a constant, but is exponential if l is
part of the input to the problem. In fact, in the latter case, the problem is NP-hard:
Theorem 4.6. The s to T reversal problem is NP-hard; even when w(e) = 1 for all
e∈A.
Proof. We show that the s to T reversal problem with unit weights is NP-hard by
giving a polynomial reduction of the set cover problem to it.
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SET COVER PROBLEM: Given a set S={a1; : : : ; aN}, an integer K , and a family of subsets
of S; F = {S1; : : : ; SM}. Compute a collection C ⊆ F , such that every element of S is
contained in at least one member of C, and |C|6K .
Given an instance (S; F=(S1 : : : SM )) of the set cover problem, we construct a digraph
D = (V; A) a source s, and a set of vertices T which will be the targets, as follows:
T = {t1; t2; : : : ; tN},
V = T ∪ {s} ∪ U;
U = {U1; U2; : : : ; UM},
A1 = {(Uj; ti) | ∀i; j such that ai ∈ Sj},
A2 = {(Uj; s) | j = 1 : : : M},
A= A1 ∪ A2:
The node ti represents the ith element of S (i = 1; : : : ; N ). The nodes U1; : : : ; UM
represent the sets in F , where each node Uj is connected by arcs to the nodes (ti)
corresponding to elements in Sj (the arcs of A1).
To complete the proof we show that the minimum size set cover is equal to the
minimum number of arcs to be reversed such that paths exist from s to every ti. In
order to have a path from s to ti we must reverse an arc of a set which contains ai,
i.e., the arc between (Uj; s), for that j. Thus, the optimum is obtained by reversing
some arcs of A2. Each arc (Uj; s)∈A2 which is reversed, results in a path from s to all
ti’s such that ai ∈ sj. Thus, every subset of arcs of A2 which is reversed corresponds
to a set cover of the same size, completing the proof.
We now examine the S to S problem:
Theorem 4.7. The S to S reversal problem is NP-hard.
Proof. By Theorem 4.6; we know that the s to T reversal problem is NP-hard. We
reduce it to the S to S reversal problem. Given D; we obtain D′ as follows: For all i;
add an arc whose reversal weight is in4nite from ti to s. (To avoid creating parallel
arcs we may add a new node q with an in4nite reversal cost arc (q; s); and then for
every ti we add an in4nite cost arc (ti; q).) We set S = {s; t1 : : : ; tl}. Any solution of
the S to S problem contains paths from s to each ti in the original digraph as required.
An optimal solution however; will not reverse the arcs of in4nite weight; so the paths
in D′ from s to ti also exist in D. On the other hand; any feasible solution to the s to
T reversal problem in D; combined with the new arcs (that are not reversed) yields a
feasible solution to the S to S reversal in D′.
5. Complement problems
This section deals with augmentation problems where the allowed transformation on
the arcs is complement. In the complement problems, we are given a digraph, and
weights w(e)¿ 0 for e∈A, and we wish to 4nd a subset of A of minimum weight
whose complement yields a digraph satisfying certain connectivity requirements. Unlike
reversing an arc which is a well-de4ned term, complement of an arc can be interpreted
in several ways. We chose to focus on the following interpretation: Let D= (V; A) be
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a digraph. We de4ne the digraph D′ obtained from D by complementing the arc e, as
D′ = (V; A ∪ {e−1)}. A complement of a set of arcs S, is de4ned to be the result of
complementing each arc in S. The complement problems de4ned here can be viewed
as special cases of addition problems:
Remark 5.1. Any complement problem with certain connectivity requirements can be
formulated as a special case of the addition problem with the same connectivity re-
quirements. Simply give an in4nite addition cost to arcs which are not allowed to be
added; i.e.; arcs which their opposite direction is not in the original digraph.
Interestingly, while the V to V addition problem has been shown to be NP-hard by
Eswaran and Tarjan [3], the V to V complement problem is polynomially solvable.
Frank [6] showed that an optimal solution to the reversal problem is also optimal for
the complement problem for the unweighted case with w(e)=1 e∈E. We note that this
result extends to general weights. Assuming integer weights one can simply subdivide
an arc e to w(e) unit cost arcs. Note also that the complement problem has a feasible
solution for any (weakly) connected digraph D, whereas the reversal problem may
have no feasible solution.
Next, we consider two other local-connectivity problems de4ned similarly to those
in the previous section.
Corollary 5.2. The s to T complement problem (where |T |= l is part of the input to
the problem) is NP-hard; even if all weights equal 1.
Proof. The reduction in Theorem 4.6 remains valid since an optimal solution to the
complement problem on the same instance described uses only the new directions of
the arcs; and therefore instead of reversal we can contract the arcs.
Corollary 5.3. The S to S complement problem is NP-hard; even if w(e) = 1 for all
e∈E.
Proof. In Theorem 4.7 we proved that the s to T reversal problem can be reduced to
the S to S reversal problem. The same proof is also valid for the complement version
of the problems.
Remark 5.4. The s to V and V to t complement problem can be solved in polynomial
time by applying Frank’s algorithm to the V to V problem on an instance in which we
add an arc (t; s) of very large cost. Any feasible solution (which does not complement
(t; s)) to one of the problems corresponds to a feasible solution of identical cost to the
other problem. If an arc (t; s) exists in the original graph; we solve two problems; one
in which this arc is complemented; and one in which we cannot complement the arc
(i.e.; the cost of complementing is very large).
6. Open problems
We summarize below the ‘easiest’ open problems.
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For reversal:
1. s to t and t to s. This is the S to S problem with two points and also a special
case of the two pairs problem. As we have shown, for addition (and therefore
complement) this version is polynomially solvable.
2. {s1; s2} to V .
For addition and complement:
1. s1; s2 to t1; t2. When s1 = t1 and s2 = t2 this is the s to t and t to s problem
mentioned above as open for reversal. However, this case is polynomially solvable
for addition by Theorem 3.2.
2. S to S with |S|= 3. The case |S|= 2 is polynomially solvable as above.
3. S={s1; s2} and T =V . The corresponding problem with a single source is solved
by submodular Now techniques, see [5].
4. 2-connectivity s to V and V to t complement. The problem is NP-hard for addition
but polynomial for complement for k = 1.
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